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INVESTIGATIONS OF TWO SITES ON SLIPPER ISLAND
Michael J . Rowland
Abstract
The analysis of midden material from two
sites on Slipper Island is described and
recorded. A change in the prehistoric availability of shellfish is proposed to account
for the content of the middens. An explanation
is sort for the considerable quantitie s of
Tahanga basalt and Mayor Island obsidian in both
middens, and the importance of these s ite s in a
regional context is d i scussed .
INTRODUCTION
The Slipper Island Group, includes Slipper, Penguin and Rabbit
Islands about Bl<m south-east, and Shoe Island about 3l<ms east, of Tairua
Harbour. (Fig. 1). As such , these islands are likely to have been
exploited by prehistoric populations living along the east coast of the
Coromandel Peninsula and especially by inhabitants around Tairua Harbour .
They, might for example, have been exploited as part of a seasonal round
of activities within the area.
Previous archaeological investigations on the se islands (Fig. 2)
in~lude an intensive site survey on Slipper Island in which 8 pa sites
were recorded (Atwell et al 1975) along with a midden at South Bay ,
·sampl es frcm which haveoeen analysed (Willian 1974-) .
Recent work involved test excavations in presuned Archaic middens
on Slipper Island and the results of t his are documented be low. The
objecti ves were 1) to detect what, if any, seasonal relationships might
have existed between these middens and an autunn/winter occupied Archaic
midden camp at Tairua (Rowland 1975 ) 2) to determine , if in the early
stages of New Zeal and prehistory the off- shore islands played a
ccmplementary ro l e to seasonal settlements on the mainland coast , or
perhaps even served as agricultural "hone- bases " frcm which this coast
was exploited.
ENVIRONMENT
An Auckland Uni versity Scientific camp on Shoe and Slipper Islands
in 1973 investigated several aspects of their envirorments (rane Vol . 20).
Slipper Island is ccmposed of two major volcanic units , one orthe Minden
Rhyolite subgroup , the other of the Slipper Formation (andesitic) both
of which are of Pl i ocene or Pl e i stocene age (Hayward , Moore , MacFarlan
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1974; 46 and Fig 4 p. 45). The highest point on the island i s the North
Trig (142m) . The north and east coasts are characterised by steep cliffs,
with narrow boulder beaches below, to which access is difficult ( see
Hayward and Moore 1974: 3 Fig 2) . The western and southern areas of the
island are more generally rolling to flat and access to the island is
via three sandy beaches at Home Bay, South Bay and Stingray Bay on the
West coast. Areas of swamp are present in the north and south of the
Island . Streams draining the south of the island flow into the swanp
behind the dunes at South Bay . An east-west valley drains the northern
two- thirds of the island into the northern swam p.
Slipper Island is situated in a rain shadow and a marked sunmer
minimun renders the island prone to droughts at that period. The local
micro- climate deduced fran other islands i s most likely to have featured
wanner temperature s than the mainland , les s diurnal variation, a higher
hunidity and an absence of frosts (Edson 1973 : 120) . These climatic
conditions together with seni -mature, friable , fr.ee -draini~ , well aerated
and only moderately leached soils of the yellow- brown loam group which
cover most of the islands 220 hectares (Edson 1973: 119) would have been
advantageous to prehistoric agric ulture.
Slipper Island has been farmed for just over a century and most of
the island is now in pasture though pohutukawas occur on steep ciffs and
rewarewa (Kni~htia excelsa), and mahoe remain f ran the original vegetation
(Court 1974: 9), Farming activities have resulted in partial draining
of the Northern Swamp and a large area of f lat land at Hane Bay has been
cleared and leveled for an airstrip . Access to freshwater would have
been easy fran mos t points as there are at least 7 natural water sources
on the i s land. (Alistar Needham pers. canm . )
Fran Slipper Island , Paku and the mainland, Mayor Island, the Alderman Islands, Shoe Island and the Islands o f the Mercury group to the
North, are clearly visible.
ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
Two middens were investigated, one recorded in the previous s urvey
( N49/48) at South Bay and another (N49/43) at Home Bay recorded as part
of this work .
South Bay Midden (N49/48) Fig.3 :
The surface of the South Bay midden was covered with extensive amounts
of stone material, mainly Tahanga basalt flakes , obsidian , large pipis
and cockles and a range of rocky-shore shellfish . Midden material was
exposed along the dune front but there was no clear stratification of
this material.
Several points along the beach were excavated (Fig. 3). The volune
of depth of midden material thickens towards the exposed beach section
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and thins out towards the inland dunes suggest ing that much of the
midden has been exposed and washed away by tidal and/or wind erosion .
Two other t est excavations further south along the beach were
also conducted , one ( SB/ 19 /a)in an area where Cellana denticulata
shells had previously been identified, the other (SB/19/b) where cockles
and pipis were of a smaller size range than elsewhere in the midden .
A shell sample was also collected fran what appeared to be an old
beach level at the southern end of the beach. This was 50an above the
present beach level and contained 2-3an of fragmented, water- worn and
sun-bleached shells including cockle (Chione stutchburyi) and pipi
(Pmphidesma australe) .
A pit, exposed in a beach section north of pa N49/23 contained
large pipis (Amphidesma australe) and cat ' s - eye (Lunella smaragda)
similiar to material fran the South Bay midden and which contrasts with
t he more canmon tuatua (Amphidesma subtriangulatun) and rarity of pipis
on the pa site .
Hane Bay Midden (N49/43) Fig . 5:
The dune area of Home Bay is more stable than that of South Bay and is
covered in pasture . Basalt , obsidian , and shell were exposed in a
nunber of localities on the surface . Material was not exposed in the
beach section and the midden did not appear (at least on the surface)
until 20 metres inland.
Five ~est squares were excavated in the area of Home Bay . Variation
was apparent in the quantity of material fran th~e squares with some
minor variation also in composition but no stratification of material
was revealed . Square HB/2 4 excavated below the cultural material
revealed a brown compacted sandy soil with shell on the surface . Below
this again was a light brown- golden sand which was presum ed to be an
old sand dune.
North of Home Bay and inland frcm the boulder bank on the seaward
edges of the airstrip there were a number of scatters of stone material
interspersed with black soil and shells . This large flat area would be
the most likely to provide evidence of prehistoric agriculture but has
been thoroughly cleared for an airstrip . Sane of this stone material
doe s fonn regular patterns but it would be unduly optimistic to call
them stone wall remains . The o utlet fran the north swamp revealed in
section a dense build- up of very black soil , bone , obsidian, and shell
including large pipis (Amphidesma australe).
MIDDEN ANALYSIS
Midden s anples were sorted in detail and the result s are presented
in Appendix A. All sampl es except SB/19/b (358 gms) and HB/23 (480 gms)
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were over 1000 gms. The percentage of ccmposition of each midden
component of the total sample is summarized below. (Fig. 6). The
quantity of stone at Home Bay is marked . At South Bay stone material
predcminates in samples fran the northern end of the beach but this
predaninance is replaced by shell at the southern end of the beach.
Shellfish: Sane variation in the shellfish canposition is apparent in the
South Bay midden, as was expected fran field observation. Fran the
northern end of the beach cat's eye (Lunella smaragda) are the predominate
shelLfish in the samples. Further along the beach cat's eyes are l ess
abundant while pipi (Amphidesma australe) and cockle (Chione stutchburyi)
are more conunon. These differences may reflect discrete periods of
collection within a similar period of time or non- contemporaneity of
various areas of the midden. Four of the Home Bay samples have a
predaninance of pipi and one has a predominance of cat's eye . There
appears to be more variation here than was initially thought on observation alone, however it is difficult to interpret the true significance
of this, or the differences noted at South Bay, because of the few
samples taken, and the small size of these relative to the size of the
middens .
When the t otal weight of each shellfish species from all sanples
i s presented as a percentage of the total shell sample for each site a
relative order of importance of shellfish species can be established
(Table 2): Table 2

Shellfish species as percentage of total site sample:

South Ba:t: % of total shell
25
pipi
pipi
cat 's eye
21
cat's eye
Dark Rock shell 13
11
cockle
Black Nerit a
11
7
mussel
9
Cellana radians
5
White Rock she ll
. 8
Cockle
5
Black Nerita
3
3
paua
Dark Rock shell
2
mussel
3
Cellana radians
2
2
c. denticulata
Cooks Turban
White Rock shell 2
1
c. denticulata
2
c. ornata
1
c. Ornata
2
tuatua
1
tuatua
1
Cooks Turban
Thus pi pis (Amphidesma australe) and cat's-eye (Lunella smar~da)
Home Bay

% of t otal shell
35
24
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are the two most important shellfish species in both sites,
comprising around 50% of the shellfish composition . It was
importance of pipis, and to a lesser extent cockles (Chione
which proved t o be an unexpected feature of the middens and
be discussed below .

together
this
s tutchburyi),
this will

Although not investigated microscopically sane of the pipis and
cockles from both middens showed evidence of their use as scrapers . Many
shells were sun- bleached and/or sandbrown suggesting th ey may have been
collected from beach surfaces for indus trial use, though their appearance
could equally result frcm their exposure in the mi ddens prior to being
covered up .
Bone:
Bone material was not noti cably abundant in either site, t he% by weight
varying fran 1% to 11% - the highest attributed to the presence of two
complete right mandibles o f dog .
Minimun numbers of species have been estimated where possible by
counting re - occuring bones a nd bones from immature individuals and these
are listed be l ow (Table 4):
Table 4

Minimun numbers of animals

s ·authern Fur Seal
Dog
Kio re
Lizard
Red- fronted Parakeet
?N.Z. Muttonbird
Black backed gull
Mo a
Snapper
Barracoutta
Kawhawai
Leatherjacket

Minim un numbers
Home Bay South Bay

3
Arctocephalus forsteri
Canis fam iliari s
1
Rattus ex ulans
1
1
Gecko? sp.
Cyanoramphus n . novaezelandiae
1
1
Puffinus griseus
Larus daninicanus
worked
Dinornis sp.
Chrysophrys auratus
6
Thyrsites atun
1
Arripis trutta
Navodon scaber
1

1

2
1

1
1
worked
2
1

1
1

A considerable amount of the bone material was fr agmented and worn
and thus could not be identi fied . The nature of this material suggested
it had been used for industrial purposes and such activity was reflected
in t he fishhook pieces , tabs and other utili zed bones.
.
The amount of bird bone in the midden samples was surpris ingly small,
s ince Douglas and_Gubb (1974) note a nunber of species with breeding
grounds on these islands. Only t wo positive identifications were made,
a Red- fronted Parakeet (Cyanoramphus n . novaezelandiae) fran Hane Bay
and a Black-backed gull (Larus dominicanus) from an immature anterior
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premax i ll i a frem South Bay.
and Gubb (1974).

Both are noted for t h e area today by Douglas

Worn fragments of moa bone were quite canmon in both the South Bay
and Heme Bay middens. Four of the largest piec es are tibio- tarsi and
two of these are identified as belonging to Dinornis sp . (R. Scarlett
pers . cemm . ) The moa material i s very f r agmented and worn and this must
result l argely frcm i ts use for industrial purposes .
Fish species identified fran the middens include snapper ( Chrysophrys auratus), Leatherjacket ( Navodon scaber), Kawhawai (Arripis trutta)
and Barracouta (Thyrsites atun) . The last two species are the only ones
identified fran the South Bay midden while all are present in the Heme
Bay midden . Grace ( 1974) has recorded 40 species of marine fish fran
around Slipper Island and Barracoutta is not included in her list. The
presence of Leatherjackets suggests that either trapping (Wit ter 1969:
51) or netting (Law 1972: 98) were methods of fishing along with line
fishing and trolling.
Kiore Rattus exulans is identified frcm both the South Bay and Home
Bay midden samples, but is apparently absent on Slipper Island today .
Hayward and Moore (1974: 2) recorded Rat tus exulans on Penguin and Rabbit
Islands but only Rattus norvegicus (Norway Rat) on Slipper Island.
Gecko (species not identified) is noted from South Bay and Hane Bay .
Towns (1974) investigation of lizards from the group found the giant
gecko Hoplodactylus duvauceli on Penguin a nd Rabbit but not on Slipper
Island. Only the ski nk Leiolopisma s . smit hi was found on Slipper Island.
The usually more canmon gecko species H. pacificus was absent frem all
islands . The Gecko may be like the moa and perhaps the limpet Cellana
denticulata, which due to some biological features such as slow breeding
rates or inability to escape predators, appear to have suffered extinction
in scme areas. Although there is no evidence from these sites that Gecko
species were collected in large nunbers they may have suffered reduction
in numbers and been unab le to stabilize their population levels be caning
extinct on this island . The Gecko because o f its biolog ical attributes
is worthy of further invest i gation i n terms o f i t s present and prehisto ric distribution.
Land molluscs :
Land mo lluscs were i ncluded in t he s amples colle cted f r om both middens.
However, because they we r e few and time wa s l im it ed t hey we re not
identified and Willans (1 974: 32 ) has a lready e s tablished a land s na il
sequence fran South Bay suggesting that initially South Bay was c overed
in coastal forest indicated by the presen ce of Delos jeffreysiana,
Rhytida greenwoodi, and Laoma phrynia . This was followed by a presuned
dry period when coastal forests died allowing the formation of drifting
dunes and the developnent of a sand-grass corrununity with the snail
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Austrosuccinea archeyi, the sedge Demoschoenus spiralis and grass
Spinifex hirsutus . Finally, Austrosuccinea archeyi was eliminated under
conditions leading to a fully developed scrub dune ccmmunity of Canprosma,
Meuhlenbeckia, and Cassinia indicated by the presence of the landsnails
Paraloama pumila and Thalassohelix zelandiae . This succession could have
been contributed to by the Maori, extensively clearing coastal fore st to
meet timber requirements and to satisfy the need for cleared arable land
(Willan 1974: 32-33) . Such changes however need not only be man induced.
For example, changes in the presence of landsnails typical of coastal
forest to those typical of a sandg rass canmunity could presunably result
from the deposition of new dunes and through changes in ocean currents,
among other factors. Nevertheless, in the case of Slipper Island these
changes are associated with initial occupation, and the change from forest
to dune canmunities to developed dune canmunities suggests that once the
forest was removed dune canmunities were maintained, most probably by
agricultural clearance .
Fishhooks:
A nunberof fishhook pieces and fishhook tabs were collected from the Home
Bay midden. They are of moa bone, very fragmented and worn, but are of
the early one piece fishhook variety .
Crosby has described sane fishing equipment from Slipper Island; a
shank belonging to the early grooved series (Fig. 9), [ Cros by 's figures];
a North Cape type of early grooved shank (Fig . 14); a Horoera type of the
late dorso - ventral shank series (Fig. 19) and a specimen of the North
Island straight trolling hook (Fig . 27) . The shank of the early grooved
series, interestingly , belongs in a similiar typological group to the
' pearl-shell' lure from Tairua (Crosby 1966) .
Stone material :
A most impressive aspect of both the South Bay and Hane Bay middens was
the considerable amount of stone material that both contained, especially
Tahanga basalt , Mayor Island obsidian, and Kuaotunu sinter (identified
by S . Best). Despite the exaggeration given stone material by comparing
weights of midden canponents, the over all importance of stone material
cannot be doubted .
There were a total of 453 pieces of obsidian collected from the
three square metres sampled at Home Bay weighing a total of 834 gms .
Tahanga basalt flakes and chips were not counted but were nunerous and
weighed a tot al of 6 , 369 gms . Obsidian was not as common at Sout h Bay
(24 pieces/126 gms ) as Home Bay but nevertheless obsidian and Tahanga
basalt were wel l represented. Si nter was poorly represented at South
Bay compared wit h Home Bay .
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SEASONALITY
As with the midden material fran Tairua (Rowland 1975 : 56 - 72) an
attempt was made to determine evidence for seasonality fran the Slipper
I s l and middens.
No conclusive evidence of seasonality canes fran the bird bone. The
Sooty Shearwater (Puffinus griesus) may have bred on Slipper Island in
the past as it does on many of the offshore islands t oday . The species
canes ashore about October and eggs are laid mid November t o December .
The young hatch in January and leave in April or early May (Falla et . al .
1970). The Sooty Shearwater would most probably have been collected
between October and December but since there is only one individual no
period of the year when it could have been collected can be excluded.
The Red- fronted Parakeet (Cyanoramphus n. novaezelandiae) fran Hane Bay
was probably abundant on the offshore islands in the past as it is today
and could have been coll ected at any period of the year . The Black- backed
gull (Larus daninicanus) is abundant all along the coast of New Zeal and
and November is the usual month for laying eggs (Oliver 1 955 : 311) .
Although an immature premaxillia of the Black- backed gull is represented
at South Bay without knowing the degree of maturity it does not provide
a useful indicator .
The immature bone of a Southern Fur Seal (Arctocephalus forsteri)
fran Hane Bay suggests that collection could have occured anytime between
January and March to the following smuner depending on t he degree of
maturity as Leahy has suggested on similiar evidence from Hotwater Beach .
Cockl es fran Hane Bay and South Bay were investigated for seasonality
applying methods described more fully elsewhere (Rowland 1975: 56 - 60 and
Appendix G) . Briefly this involved cutting the shell through its central
margin and estimating the date of death of the individual by observations
of the extent of growth between t he last winter band and the shell margin .
(Table 6)
Estimations of seasonality fran cockle shell s
Table 6
H=e Ba y
South Bay
7
1
Early Winter
2
1
Mid Winter
3
3
Late Winter
6
12
Early Suruner
6
3
Mid Sumner
2
Late Suruner
-- ~
6
Indistinguishable
30
26
Total
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Only a few who l e shel ls with intact edges were available for
investigation . The evidence from South Bay indicates collection during
a spring/surruner period as a high possibility . The results from Hane Bay
did not produce any clear indication of seasonality . Whereas , at Tairua
the seasonal dating of shells was supported by similiar evidence fran
other species fran different habitats (Rowland 1975 : 60 - 69) , at South Bay
this control has not been achieved . Because of this and the small nunber
of shells investigated classification of South Bay as a spring/sunmer
occupation must be seen as a first step in a broader investigation .
DISCUSSION
A nunber of problems are presented by t he above results , all of which
bear closer examination .
Fi rstly, t he predom i nance of pipis and t o a lesser ext ent cockl es ,
in both middens calls for sane explanat ion wh en the present day distribution and canposition of shellfi sh resources on the i s l and is considered .
Grace and Whitten (1974) have recorded the present day distribution of
shellfish canmunities around Slipper Island ( see their Fig. 5 p . 1 3) .
Rocky- shore shellfish species would have been gathered fran the Eckl onia
radiata - Car~ophtllun sp . canmunity and associated r ocky- shore canmunities
which surroun a arge part of the island .
The origin of pipis and cockle s however proves scmething of a problan
since the two middens from which they cane are immediately adjacent
Amphidesma subtria~ulatun beaches . Furthermore ' species such as Chione
stut chburyi and Ami,idesma australe are typical dwellers of harbours and
estuarine flats , and not offshore islands '. (Willan 1974: 32 ). Since
these bivalve s are not present on Slipper Island, it is probable that
large quantities of them were gathered on the coast and brought to offshore i s l ands to be used as an additional food source (Willa n 1974: 32 ).
Edson has reiterated this point , suggesting " sane contact between the
is l and and the mainland ( ?Tairua) is evidenced in the occuren ce of estuarine shellfish in the lower stratun of the South Bay midden"(Edson 1973 :130)
and this is supported by Atwell et . al . (19 75 ) . Pipi s and cockles have
also been recorded fran middens on the Alderman Islands ( Moore 1973: 26 ;
Edson 19 73 : 32 ); Coppermine Island (Peter s n . d . ); Mayor Is land (Edson
1973: 108); Cuvier Island (Edson 1973 : 58 and 60) and the Poor k night s
(Edson 1973 : 75) and have in all cases been interpreted as imports fran
adj acent maindlands .

Such an expl anation however is not entirely sat is -

factory .
Firstly , i t is strange that the most nunerous shellfi sh species
(i. e . pipis) in both middens is not among those pres ently available on
the i sland. In terms of the simple economics of availability it would
have been more reaso nable to expect o ne of the loca lly available rockyshore shel l fish or i n fact the tuat ua to be predominate in the midden s .
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Nevertheless, Tairua Harbour is only 8 km distant and a few trips to that
coast to collect pipis and cockles might account for their importance.
However a further problem arises. Among all the shells collected
fran Hane Bay only one tuatua was present and only seventeen fran South
Bay. This is odd since both s ites presently front immediately on to tuatua (.Amphidesma subtriangulatun) beaches. It could not be argued that
the exploiters of these areas were unfamiliar with the methods of taking
tuatua, since pipi and cockles are taken in a similiar way. A strong
preference against tuatua might be argued, but it would have to be strong
indeed if the prehistoric distribution of this species did in fact resemble
the present distribution. Furthennore, droughts during sunmer and the not
very productive rocky and soft- shore areas (Edson 1973: 122) would suggest
resources would not be so abundant as to allow a wide preference, and in
fact, one would expect all resources (especially one so close as tuatua)
to be exploited .
On the above evidence there would seem a greater likelihood that
pipis and cockles were available on the island and tuatuas less abundant
at the period of deposition of these middens . If this were so then the
next problem is to explain the presence of the few tuatua in the middens .
This might be accounted for by suggesting that initially harbour and
estuarine conditions, supporting pipis and cockles , d i d exist on the
i sland . Ecological changes then occured enabling the fonnati on of tuatua beaches. Support for this proposition might be seen in the abundance
of tuatuas and rarity of pipis and cockles on the later pa sites . Changes
in shellfish availability may be caused by a nunber of factors , One
obvious possibility is changes resulting fran vegetation clearance perhaps for agriculture . Rapid erosion, silting and deposition of more sandy
beaches might have resulted fran such clearance providing a habitat
suitable for tuatua. Silting up of some areas remains a feature of the
island today ie a ketch sunk in 1876 is now covered by 2 metres of sand .
The abundant pipi and cockle in the middens at South Bay and Hane Bay
might reflect initial occupation of a new environment , the few tuatua
represented might reflect the beginnings of changes induced by thi s
initial occupation and the abundant tuatua on t he presunably later pa
sites might reflec t the consolidation of these changes .
Alternatively sea-le vel changes might have been a primar y agent in
such changes . The ' old beach-l evel ' containing fragments of pipis and
cockles in the beach section at South Bay about SOan above the pres ent
tuatua beach is suggesti ve . The sea may have eroded on old estuarine
be ach-level exposing a lower more sandy level, which was subsequently
colonized by tuatuas . The extran ely eroded nature of the whole coast
might give some support to this very tentative possibility .
The first proposition that vegetation clearance may have been
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important is not supported by any direct evidence for agriculture/
activities , but indirect evidence is revealing . Firstly , there is
Willan•s evidence fran analysis of the landsnail sequence at South Bay
that coastal forests were removed at the time of initial occupation and
that once removed, this clearance was maintained.
Settlement of any duration on Slipper Island would have undoubtedly
been dependent on the highly fertile soi l s and favourable climatic
conditions (Edson 1973: 12 0). The two most favourable areas for agricult ure are an area of flat to rolling land with dark-brown sandy and peaty
loams immediately to the north of the Hane Bay midden and the area around
the southern swamp backing the South Bay midden. The scattered piles of
stone interspersed with shell fragments and black soil, on the edges of
the airstrip north of Hane Bay might well be the remains of agricultural
activities .
Unfortunatel y , a long history of ploughing, and clearance for an
airstrip north of Home Bay has destroyed any satisfactory evidence . Stone
field systems may not have been a feature of the i s land since apart fran
the boulder bank there are no extensive stony areas. No investigations
of soils was undertaken, so modified soils were missed if they existed.
A stone wall "possibly of European origin" (Atwell et . al. 1975) is almost
certainly of European origin.
More direct evidence of agriculture is apparent in the presence of
rectangular pits on five of the pa. This does not however assist in
defining an early period of agricultural activity since the pa are
presumably later than the middens . The pit below the pa N49/23 and
adj acent to the South Bay midden contained large pipis and cat ' s eye
canparable to the South Bay midden, while the middens on the pa itself
contained largel y tuatua . The pit may have been in use at the same time
as the midden was deposited but t his is indeed tentative evidence . No
material was collected for radianetric dating so it is not possible to
accurately date the initial settlement . However sane temporal indicators
allow placement of the middens in a general time period . For example,
the presence of large numbers of Cellana denticulata of a large size
range may indicate a site is early , at lea st for the local area. (Rowland
1976) . At least 14 specimens of Cellana dent iculata were present at Hane
Bay and 10 at South Bay. The samples taken represent only a fractionof
the total middens so they could be relatively canmon. In two cases they
comprised over 5% of the shell weight of individual samples . Where
specimens could be measured from South Bay , a size range between 20nm
and 65rmn was obtained with an average of 43nun and this compares with an
average of 47mm f or those fran Tairua.
The identification of moa bone, especially of Dinornis sp ., the
largest and possibly first moa t o become extinct, may be an indi cator of
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an early date for the Heme Bay site. However, at leas t scm e o f the moa
bone was used for industrial purpos es (though not the particular bone
identified) and could be re-utilized material from an earlier peri od .
The moa bone has been used i n making fishhooks among which are one- piece
types characteristic of an early period of New Zealand Prehistory .
Crosby's (196 6) identification of a shank of the early grooved series ,
bel onging to a similar typological gro up as the pearl- shell lure frcm
Tairua , does s uggest an early date for occupation. Artifactual material
previously provenanced to the island includes 17 adzes among whi ch are
a Duff type 4 and 2 lA type adze s housed in the Nationa l Museun ( Atwell
et . al 1975) further evidence f or early occupation or visits t o the island .
Line -fi shing f or s napper is one economic activity characteri stic of
the early settlem ent o f the North Island (Law 1972: 98 ) (althoug h it is
also important later, for example at Galatea Bay). Bot h seal and dog
appear to be more nunerous in early middens than lat er ones ( Green 1963:
52 + 56) . Line-fis hing for snapper i s evident at both Hane Bay and South
Bay and seal and dog remains are relatively common . Both middens have
limited shellfi sh renains in relationship to other canponents and this is
a feature typic al of Archaic midden s .
The presence o f Tahanga basalt and Mayor Island obs idian in considerable quantities appears t o be a feat ure of early s ite s (Best 1975 ),
However considering the proximity of both these sources to Slipper Is l and
they would have been the most likely ones t o have been exploited at any
period . One interes ting factor wa s t he quantity and s i ze of the obsidian
waste material. For exampl e, very few (18) of the 45 3 pieces of obsidian
f ran Home Bay s howed evidence of having been used and waste flake s were
partic ularly large . Mayor Island obs i dian must have been easily available,
no t a rare resource and probably not traded at this point .
There are enough indicators to suggest that both the South Bay and
Home Bay mi ddens are site s t ypical of the earliest periods of prehistoric
occupation in New Zeal and . Just how early r enains unproven .
The large volume of stone material in both sites , but especially in
the Home Bay s ite, requires discussion . When all points where midden
material was exposed at Heme Bay are connec t ed , a minimun si z e for the
s ite is estimated at 1,700 squar~ metre s . Next , taking the highest weight
value of Tahanga basalt frcm the metre square HB/22 of 4 , 164gms and
multipl ying this by the total area of the site gives a total of 7 , 078kg
(or approximately 7 tons in the old measure) . The lowest weight value
of 169gms for the 1/2 metre square HB/23 gives a total of 574kg (.5 tons) .
When all samples are treated in this way an estimate of 2 tons is produced .
Tahanga basalt was found in all squares excavated and these were ch osen
over a broad area . Thus there was variation i n q uantity but not in the
presence or absence in a ny of the squares . Where midden material was
naturally expo sed basalt was also canmon . Despite this simpl e picture
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of the distribution of material, there are likely to be differences in
quantity and presence or absence of basalt throughout the site. Nevertheless, fran the samples taken and from the quantity of surface remains
observed , Tahanga basalt must be considered a very abundant utilized
resource. The size of the South Bay midden was not estimated but here
again quantities of Tahanga basalt were considerable (1,817 gms fran 3
sq. metres) .
CONCLUSIONS
The inhabitants of both Hane Bay and South Bay were involved to some
extent in fishing, sealing and shellfish gathering . These activities may
have been seasonal though there is no good evidence for this. The
inhabitants were also involved in a range of industrial activities evidenced
by the considerable amounts of waste Tahanga basalt, Mayor Island obsidian
and Kuaotunu sinter and the utilized bone and shell . The quantity of
Tahanga basalt suggests regular visits must have been made to the mainland
to collect this resource. This might imply that occupation on the island
was more than just seasonal . If occupation was of some duration then it is
likely , that agriculture provided the economic basis of settlement . Other
resources are not abundant and would be seasonally reduced . Archaeological evidence for agricultural activities is present on t he island but
this cannot be directly related to the Home Bay and South Bay occupations .
Nevertheless indirect evidence does suggest this as a possibility .
Firstly, as already noted if occupation was of any duration it is
like ly to have been dependent on agricultural products as other resources
would not support a permanent population and secondly Willan's analysis of
the landsnail sequence does indicate vegetation was cl eared fran initial
settlement and clearance was maintained .
Sane l ength of occupation must be indicated by the presence of
considerable quantities of Tahanga basalt . It would be more econanical
to make adzes , or at least rough them out near the source rather than
transport considerable amounts of what was to become waste back to the
island. At least i f the island was being visited seasonally one might
expect to find only a few disused adzes . There was an active industry
in both the production of adzes and fishhooks, though complete specimens
of these were not present . It is possible that adzes and fishhooks were
being produced during a lull in agricultural activities and as a prel ude
to hunting expeditions to the mainland . If agriculture were being
practiced on a regular basis with occasional or even frequent visits to
the mainland to gather moas , stone materia l , and other resources this
might account for the considerable quantities of stone material brought
back to the island and the absence of adzes and other tools which were
used and perhaps largely discarded in hunting expeditions on the mainland . The presence of pipis and cockles which appear to have been used
as scrapers may provide sane suggest i on of agriculture activities though
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there are a range of other possibilities . Ethnographies suggest shells
were used in haircutting , scarification, Flax preparation, scraping of
potatoes (Shawcross & Terrell 1966: 425) and in fish scaling and kurnara
scraping (Best 19 24: 102) .
An unexpected feature of bo th middens was the pre sence of cons iderable nurnbers of both pipis and cockles . They have been int erpreted in
this and s imiliar contexts as import s from mainla nd areas . This explanation was found not to be entirely satisfactory mainly because it would
s uggest the inhabitant s had a s trong preference agains t tuatuas which
are the- species presently available immediately adjacent t o the s ites .
It is thus presune d that pipis and cockles must have been available o n
the island at the period of occupation of South Bay and Hane Bay . El sewhere
(Rowland: 197 6 ) it has been suggest ed that the presence of large nunbers
of Cellana denticulata in early middens in the Coranandel area and their
absenc e in later s ites was indicative of ecological change and/or the
effects of hunan predation . While renaining generally cautious o f
supporting either cause the enphasis was placed on a possible analogy
with the extinc t ion of the moa , thus supporting the more direct and local
predatory effect s of h uman exploitation . Taken together both situat ions
might suggest s an e locally wide s pread envirorment a l changes occuri ff; at
this period. But as with the evidence f or Cel lana , so with the
evidence for pipi s and c ockles, both e nvirormental (ie sea - level chaff;es)
and h uman induced changes (as a result of vegetation c l earance) can be
hypo thesi sed to explain change s in the shellfish distributions a nd
abundances. Caution i s again favoured . Supporting evidence fran zoolog ical, gecmorphol og ical a nd climati c st udies and f urther quantification
of shellfi sh renains is necessary to test these hypothesis.
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Editor's note: In the interest of space the following have
been deleted from the paper: Table 1 , Table 3, Table 5,
Figs 3, 4 & 5. The entire Appendix containing details of
the midden analysis had to be left out , but this, and the
tables are available for further study at the Anthropology
Department, Auckland.
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Figure 4 .

Schematic Section of South Bay Mi dden
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